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1. Introduction

The accountability of foreign investors for business-related human rights harm has been the subject of intense debate within the international community.\(^2\) While foreign investment can contribute to the economic prosperity of capital-importing states by generating cash flow, investors also typically gain significant power over the well-being of individuals.\(^3\) As a consequence, investor activities can have a deleterious impact on human rights. Despite the factual linkage between foreign investment and human rights, the regime has historically existed as a secluded field of law, exclusively concerned with the protection and promotion of investments, occasionally at the expense of the preservation of the human rights of affected communities.\(^4\)

This paper’s objective is to consider arbitration as a potential mechanism to increase investor accountability for business-related human rights abuses in light of sluggish advances in the foreign investment regime on the human rights front. To this end, this paper will begin by considering the ways in which foreign investment affects human rights in Section 2. Section 3 will analyse whether foreign investors are held accountable in the foreign investment regime. In this section, the paper will look at investor obligations (or lack thereof) under the international law of foreign investment and the disposition of investment tribunals to consider investor accountability for business-related human rights abuses. Section 4 will outline the United Nations Guiding Principles (UNGPs) perspective on investor accountability and the issues associated with exclusive reliance on states’ ability and willingness to meet their human rights obligations.\(^5\)

Finally, Section 5 will consider the role of business and human rights (BHR) arbitration under The Hague Rules on Business and Human Rights Arbitration (The Hague Rules) to advance some of the aims and objectives of the UNGPs – to increase corporate respect for human rights. It will also analyse the associated challenges. The Hague Rules, which were launched on 12 December 2019, were devised in February 2017 by a Working Group of international law and human rights specialists within The Hague Institute for Global Justice. They emerged in recognition of a desire to overcome legal and practical barriers facing victims of human rights abuses when bringing claims through the existing mechanisms of redress.\(^6\) They outline a procedural framework for the proper regulation of BHR arbitration between victims and corporations, between business partners, and between third party beneficiaries and corporations.\(^7\) In the event of a dispute, the parties to the arbitration could select The Hague Rules as the body of rules governing the BHR arbitration.
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Context and Issue Identification

2. How does foreign investment affect human rights?

Foreign investment occurs when a company invests private capital in a host state and actively manages the investment. Such capital flows are often regarded as a chief conduit for economic growth for capital-importing states. Foreign investment is also considered as a profitable endeavour for capital-exporting multinationals who invest, inter alia, to access resources and raw materials, to decrease production costs, and to expand their geographical reach.

While companies primarily invest to better their financial returns, sometimes, foreign investment can improve human rights in capital-importing states, at least indirectly. However, foreign investment also carries risks to the communities of host states. Investor activities can potentially have a direct and detrimental impact on human rights. In this context, affected persons may often have limited access to remedies, especially in countries with already poor access to justice. For instance, victims may be unable to claim against a parent company that, due to legal principles or jurisdictional barriers, is shielded from liability for the actions of a subsidiary company abroad in violation of human rights.

Investor activities can result in the deprivation of basic human rights. This is often the case where formerly public services are brought within the operative control of investors, and thereby privatised. In these cases, foreign investors are effectively operating in spaces where states would ordinarily comply with their human rights obligations. While this does not imply a subcontracting of human rights obligations to the investor, the effective control over services whose misuse or negligent operation may result in the violation of human rights means that investor activity has a direct impact on foreseeably affected communities. To illustrate, consider the case of Urbaser v The
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Argentine Republic.

The company was a shareholder in a concessionaire for the distribution of water and servicing of sewage treatment in Buenos Aires as part of the country’s water privatisation plans. Urbaser’s failure to sufficiently invest in the supply of water coupled with its increasing prices led to affordability and access issues, particularly within indigent communities who were virtually denied access to water.

Investor activities can also have severe environmental and health impacts. This can occur as a result of, for example, a malfunction of sewage systems or waste management facilities. In Ecuador, the operations of an oil-extracting American multinational energy corporation contaminated the country’s rainforests and rivers and damaged the health of the surrounding communities.

3. Can foreign investors be held liable for business-related human rights harm under the foreign investment regime?

a. International law of foreign investment

Despite the factual linkage between foreign investment and human rights, traditionally, investors are not subject to legal liability for business-related human rights harm under international investment agreements (IIAs). After all, under international human rights instruments, it is the states, and not businesses, that make commitments to uphold international human rights standards. The foreign investment regime is no exception.

Foreign investment is regulated through IIAs: bilateral, regional, or international treaties contemplated by states to regulate the legal relationship between an investor and a host state. These treaties are legal documents which have a selective function: to offer the greatest degree of protection to investors’ property rights, including guarantees that the state will refrain from exercising any measures, such as nationalisation, which could threaten the profit-making nature of the investment. Under a typical IIA, the investor bears no enforceable obligations. With no obligations to comply with, investors have
no liability and as a result, investors are not commonly faced with state-initiated claims. Combined, the investor is in a particularly comfortable position because, in addition to receiving investment protection, the investor benefits from a unilateral option to initiate arbitration proceedings while also being free from horizontal obligations. This concept of far-reaching protection leaves investors unconcerned with ‘international principles and norms applicable to the protection of human rights.'

**Human rights references in traditional IIAs are exceptionally limited in quantity and effect.** The 2018 OECD Report on Societal Benefits and Costs of International Investment Agreements refers to an earlier 2014 OECD study which found that a mere 0.5 percent of 2,107 investment treaties contained human rights elements. These human rights references have been limited to existing in treaty preambles. While such references speak to the spirit of the treaties, they are not valid sources of legal obligations. The reality is that the structures of most IIAs provide no scope to account for human rights in their operative parts.

It is only recently that IIAs are envisaging greater corporate social responsibility, and, on exceptionally limited occasions, corporate accountability for human rights harms.

There is an important distinction to be made between IIAs that formulate provisions using corporate social responsibility language and those that contemplate corporate accountability for human rights harms. The distinction is drawn from cousin concepts ‘Corporate Social Responsibility’ (CSR) and ‘Business and Human Rights’ (BHR). BHR was anchored in the United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) report commonly known as the ‘Ruggie Report’ in 2008 and hastened by the UNGPs, unanimously adopted by the UNHRC in 2011. The conceptual difference, at its broadest, is that while CSR ‘emphasises responsible behavior, BHR focuses on a more delineated commitment in the area of human rights,’ often by envisaging bases for remedies for human rights victims. In other words, CSR relies on corporate initiative over the imposition of new legally binding requirements through the employment of voluntary measures rather than state oversight. This is to say that, IIAs which formulate CSR provisions are, in essence, less effective in driving investor’s legal accountability for business-related human rights harms, given their reliance on corporate voluntarism by contrast to the stronger thrust of BHR provisions.

A few contemporary examples of investment treaties, popularly termed ‘new-generation’, are explicitly prescribing CSR obligations. It is true, however, that many IIAs have cautiously couched
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CSR obligations in aspirational language because, as noted earlier, these obligations would essentially contravene the purpose of investment agreements – to protect investors. For instance, Article 24 of the Pan-African Investment Code (PAIC) conditions obligations, using words like ‘should’. Similarly, Article 12 of the Argentina-Qatar bilateral investment treaty (BIT) provides that investors should ‘make efforts to voluntarily incorporate internationally recognised standards of corporate social responsibility into their business policies and practices [emphasis added]’. Together, these examples demonstrate a trend towards mere encouragement for investors to voluntarily subscribe to CSR obligations, with no legally enforceable obligation to comply with CSR standards. Aspirational rather than obliging provisions for CSR compliance threaten the thrust and effectiveness of the provisions.

Further, the stated articles do not specify the CSR standards referred to. This is the case despite the existence of a number of recognised CSR standards in international law, each having varying focuses and compliance monitoring systems, including the UNGPs, the OECD Guidelines, and the Global Compact, among other instruments. Accordingly, even if these aspirational clauses were capable of giving rise to an investment arbitration in the event of a dispute, such broad formulations would present difficulties for tribunals when identifying the intended source of CSR standards.

A bolder approach was taken, however, in the Morocco-Nigeria BIT where business and human rights considerations were contemplated. The Morocco-Nigeria BIT is presently the most far-reaching investment instrument in terms of human rights obligations. Article 18 requires companies to be active in upholding them when making investments. Specifically, it stipulates that investors ‘shall uphold human rights in the host state’, ‘shall act in accordance with core labour standards as required by the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights of Work’, and that investors and investments ‘shall not manage or operate the investment in a manner that circumvents international environmental, labour and human rights obligations to which the host state and/or home state are parties.’ Further, Article 20 is unique in that it provides for investor liability, stipulating that in the event of a violation of an investor obligation, the investor is liable before their domestic courts. Taken together, it is clear that the BIT bypasses traditional approaches toward human rights obligations in IIAs. These clauses could potentially change the social responsibilities of multinational corporations by transforming human rights into enforceable international obligations, ‘making investment law a useful and unexpected lever to hold corporations accountable’.

Despite the promising outlook on human rights protection, the effectiveness of the Morocco-Nigeria BIT is tempered by two related shortcomings. First, under the IIA, the investor is not liable because it does not provide the state with the option to initiate proceedings. Despite a clear enunciation
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of investor obligations to respect human rights, the narrowness of the dispute settlement clause of
the Morocco-Nigeria BIT precludes states from acting against investors should they have breached
any of the stipulated obligations. Therefore, it appears that the prescribed obligations are to act as a
deterrent rather than as a legal basis of enforceability.\textsuperscript{53} Second, the utility of the provision on investor
liability under Article 20 depends on the existence and quality of an enforcement mechanism in the
home state capable of litigating against investors for wrongdoing committed in a foreign state.\textsuperscript{54}
More broadly, clauses such as these have yet to be tested such that it may be too premature to assess
their effectiveness before an arbitral tribunal.\textsuperscript{55}

b. Investment arbitration

Investment arbitration tribunals do not commonly consider the investor’s liability for human rights
harm, being procedurally restricted to considering, exclusively, claims of breaches of the instruments
over which they have jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{56} This is a feature of arbitration which obliges arbitrators to
determine on a purely contractual basis.\textsuperscript{57} That is to say that tribunal’s competence to consider
human rights arguments goes only as far as the investment agreement allows for.\textsuperscript{58} As we have noted
from the previous section, IIAs do not typically envisage human rights obligations on investors,
leaving arbitrators ill-equipped to address human rights arguments. For instance, in the \textit{Metalclad}
case, the tribunal held in favour of the investor against the Mexican government that blocked its project
to build a hazardous waste landfill, despite the series of potentially ensuing environmental and
human rights damage.\textsuperscript{59}

However, it is no longer accurate to state that companies are invariably ‘immune from becoming
subjects of international law’.\textsuperscript{60} In recent years, investment tribunals have increasingly grappled
with references to human rights principles. Such references are particularly interesting because
‘they defy the alleged inherent conflict of investment and human rights.’\textsuperscript{61} Notably, the tribunal
in \textit{Phoenix v Czech Republic} articulated a limit to investor protection where the content of the IIA in
question violates ‘the most fundamental rules of protection of human rights,’ like investments made
‘in pursuance of torture or genocide or in support of slavery or trafficking of human organs’.\textsuperscript{62} In
practice, this may mean that violations of human rights may serve as the legal basis to dismiss an
investor claim at the jurisdictional stage of arbitration proceedings.\textsuperscript{63} The question remains, however,
whether this limit to investor protection is itself restricted to the realm of violations of peremptory
norms of international law, or \textit{jus cogens}, or whether it has the potential to transpire across all human
rights breaches.
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The answer is that when other human rights are in issue, tribunals have taken a more tempered approach. Specifically, tribunals have considered human rights arguments to justifiably reduce the value of compensatory damages claimed by investors. This was the case in *Bear Creek Mining Corporation v Peru*.64 Peru had revoked a decree which awarded Canadian investor Bear Creek a concession to construct a silver mine. Bear Creek initiated arbitration proceedings under the Canada-Peru Free Trade Agreement.65 While the tribunal found that Peru indirectly expropriated the land promised to Bear Creek, contrary to the Canada-Peru Free Trade agreement, in delivering an arbitral award, the tribunal reduced recoverable damages claimed by Bear Creek from US$522m to just US$18m. The tribunal recognised that the prospect of obtaining a social license from the indigenous communities to operate the mining project was small.66 In particular, the partially dissenting opinion of co-arbitrator Philippe Sands on the point of recoverable damages is of note. He suggested that the amount of recoverable damage should be reduced in respect of Bear Creek’s contributory fault to the social unrest and the resulting predicament faced by Peru.67 The decision is significant in that the threat of a possible reduction of an award may dissuade investors from committing human rights violations lest they are precluded from claiming the entirety of compensatory damages.

Moreover, tribunals have accepted jurisdiction over human-rights based counterclaims, recognising the obligations and responsibilities of investors. In principle, states can only be respondents to arbitral proceedings.68 Insulation from legal action by the host state is part of the protection afforded to investors by the treaties. However, states can, treaty-permitting, file counterclaims in response to a primary claim filed by the investor.69 Counterclaims allow states to respond to legal action taken against them by challenging the investor’s wrongful conduct.70 In the landmark case of *Urbaser v Argentina*, the investor claimed against Argentina for the impact on the financial position of Urbaser’s investment as a result of measures introduced by the state.71 In return, Argentina argued that the concessionaire in charge of the supply of water and sewerage services, to which Urbaser was a shareholder, failed to sufficiently invest in the supply of water that led to a breach of the human right to water.72 The tribunal accepted jurisdiction over Argentina’s counterclaim that Urbaser had breached the human right to water, dismissing the investor’s argument that the observation of its human rights responsibilities fell outside the scope of the tribunal’s jurisdiction.73 While the counterclaim was ultimately rejected, accepting jurisdiction over human-rights based counterclaims has important implications. The decision demonstrates that human rights-based counterclaims can potentially fall within the jurisdiction of investment tribunals.74 In addition, human rights-based counterclaims, whether successful or not, can ‘significantly moralise the
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use of treaty-based arbitration. This is because the mere threat of a successful human rights-based counterclaim can potentially discourage investors from initiating legal action against the host state. To avoid excluding themselves from the power to act against the state, investors may take particular care not to breach human rights violations from the outset. However, while the tribunal’s acceptance of human-rights based counterclaims can act as an important deterrent for human rights abuses, the low number of counterclaims filed coupled with the minute proportion of successful actions mutes the role it plays in the enforcement of investor obligations in investment arbitration. In addition, given there is no system of precedent in international investment law, there is no reliable indication that future tribunals will follow suit.

76 Dubin (n 51)
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4. The United Nations Guiding Principles perspective on investor accountability

The United Nations Guiding Principles (UNGPs), unanimously endorsed by the Human Rights Council in 2011, are a set of principles seeking to offer a global standard for preventing and remedying the adverse human rights impacts arising from business activities. They are soft law and therefore do not impose legal obligations on corporations. Nevertheless, they have been considered the ‘global authoritative standard on business and human rights’ and are frequently contemplated in public policy, law and regulation. The UNGPs comprise three core principles. Pillar I focuses on the state and its duty to protect human rights. Pillar II focuses on corporates’ responsibility to respect human rights and Pillar III focuses on access to remedies for business-related human rights harms. Pillar II provides that:

‘Business enterprises should respect human rights. This means that they should avoid infringing on the human rights of others and should address adverse human rights impact with which they are involved.’

This position is grounded in recognition of businesses as ‘specialised organs of society performing specialising functions, required to comply with all applicable laws and to respect human rights’. Further, Pillar II considers that the corporate responsibility to respect human rights ‘exists independently of states’ ability and willingness to fulfil their respective human rights obligations’, and asserts that their corporate exercise does not offset states’ duties. In other words, the obligation to respect human rights is not a question of ‘either/or’, but rather grounded on the idea that such respect is to be collective and cumulative.

While states are the primary holders of international legal obligations, on a practical level, invariable reliance on nations for protection from business-related human rights abuses may be inadequate. The protection of human rights exclusively through government obligations ‘seems rather uncontentious if host states represented the only threat to human dignity, or if states could be counted on to restrain conduct within their borders effectively’. States could potentially achieve greater respect for human rights if they conducted ‘inclusive and transparency human rights impact assessment before concluding trade-investment agreements and indirect explicit substantive human rights provisions in those agreements to preserve adequate policy space to discharge their human rights obligations’, according the UN General Assembly report A/72/162.

79 Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (n 5).
80 Soft law is defined as ‘social rules… which are not legally binding but which are nevertheless of special legal relevance’: Daniel Thurer, Soft Law – Norms in the Twilight between Law and Politics (OUP 2009), 8.
82 Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (n 5) 13.
83 Ibid.
84 Ratner (n 3).
85 Ibid.
86 UN General Assembly report A/72/162.
countries, adequate human rights and environmental concerns and legal protections are absent.\textsuperscript{87} Other states are simply unwilling or unable to enforce their laws because prescribing human rights obligations, or any for that matter, on investors will impinge on the scope of afforded protection.\textsuperscript{88} The more responsibility an investor has, the less freedom and flexibility it has to invest as it sees fit, and the likelier corporations will opt for the state with fewer regulatory burdens.\textsuperscript{89} In their endeavour to attract scarce foreign investment in a competitive market, many developing nations forego pockets of their regulatory power and sacrifice their international human rights obligations,\textsuperscript{90} showing little regard to the regulation of corporate behaviour.\textsuperscript{91} Occasionally, states have solicited the cooperation of corporations in violating human rights.\textsuperscript{92} As such, it may be inadequate to invariably depend on states to prevent, protect, promote, and address business-related human rights harms.\textsuperscript{93} Herein lies the practical importance of Pillar II’s prescription of an unconditional respect for human rights – one that is independent of state behavior.

5. The role of business and human rights arbitration

Several initiatives on national and international scales are emerging and being negotiated to drive investor accountability for business-related human rights harm, recognising the need to rebalance the rights and obligations of investors. For instance, on a national level, recognising the extent of damage that can be caused by foreign investment companies, states like Ecuador have endeavoured to hold any private company, including foreign corporations, legally responsible for human rights abuses under domestic law and in national courts.\textsuperscript{94} On an international level, there has been wide debate about the potential role of a binding treaty (the Business and Human Rights Treaty) to regulate the shortfall in the current investment regime to regulate corporate duties.\textsuperscript{95} However, these questions fall outside the scope of this paper.

Rather, the focus of this paper’s contribution is the potential role of The Hague Rules on Business and Human Rights Arbitration (The Hague Rules) in advancing the agenda of the United Nations Guiding Principles, inter alia, to increase corporate respect for human rights. The Hague Rules were devised in February 2017 by a Working Group of international law and human rights specialists within The Hague Institute for Global Justice.\textsuperscript{96} They outline a procedural framework for the proper regulation of business and human rights (BHR) arbitration between victims and corporations,
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between business partners, and between third party beneficiaries and corporations. In the event of a dispute, the parties to the arbitration could select The Hague Rules as the body of rules governing the arbitration. Note that this article focuses on the role of BHR arbitration in increasing investor accountability for their adverse human rights impact vis-à-vis victims and the challenges therein.

a. Advancing the United Nations Guiding Principles agenda

The UNGPs provide that in order to meet their responsibility to respect human rights, businesses should integrate appropriate and legitimate policies and processes to offer remediation of any detrimental human rights impact they caused or contributed toward. Accordingly, businesses could employ ‘operational-level grievance mechanisms’ and cooperate with judicial mechanisms in particular situations involving alleged crimes. The UNGPs (Pillar III in particular which deals with access to remedy), however, is silent as to the available opportunities for remediation in arbitration. This article identifies business and human rights arbitration as a potential mechanism to increase investor accountability and address the absence of investor accountability in the foreign investment regime.

At the most basic level, arbitration is one such process that enables businesses to address their adverse human rights impact no matter where the abuses might occur. Arbitration offers a neutral forum for the resolution of disputes with awards which are, in principle, enforceable in over 150 jurisdictions. It is typically characterised as being procedurally swift, flexible, and offering parties the autonomy to choose the laws governing their dispute. Moreover, arbitration allows parties to select ‘seat’ or location of the proceedings, which is of particular value in respect of disputes involving foreign investors.

Arbitrating business and human rights disputes under The Hague Rules goes further in aligning with the UNGPs. The Hague Rules may hold important soft law value in increasing investor accountability for business-related human rights harm in two additional ways. First, through context sensitive rules, The Hague Rules could ensure that the investor would be held accountable where appropriate. While The Hague Rules borrow from the 2013 UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules, they depart in several ways to reflect the idiosyncrasies of business and human rights disputes, inter alia: the possible need for special measures to address issues arising from this context, the potential imbalance of power associated with these kinds of disputes, the public interest in the resolution of such disputes, the value of having expert arbitrators, and the possibility of special arrangements being necessary for ascertaining evidence and protecting witnesses.

To highlight one in particular, in order to address the potential imbalance of power associated with BHR disputes, The Hague Rules incorporate tailored provisions on evidence gathering, different from the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules. Specifically, the provisions will assist the process of sourcing of information for victims of human rights abuses who are typically disadvantaged in this respect. Article 32(2) states that the tribunal has the discretion to organise the taking of evidence according to what
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it deems appropriate to ‘enable each party to effectively present its case…including considerations of fairness, efficiency, cultural appropriateness and rights-compatibility’. One way the tribunal can exercise this discretion is by limiting the scope of evidence and sanctioning non-compliance with orders to produce evidence by the tribunal itself or by approved party-requests. Upon non-compliance, arbitral tribunals are entitled to make adverse inferences and reverse the burden of proof, whereas according to Article 32(1), ‘each party shall have the burden of proving the facts relied on to supporting is claims or defence’. This provision addresses the potential inequality of arms by allowing parties, especially the victim of human rights abuse, to access information via requests launched to the arbitral tribunal. Beyond that, the provision asks of the arbitral tribunal to ‘order the production of documents to the extent necessary to enable each party to have a reasonable opportunity of presenting its case’. The significance of these departures from the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules is that it enables a level playing field between disputing parties, taking account of the associated vulnerabilities of many victims of human rights abuses, most notably including a lack of financial resources.

Second, The Hague Rules offer greater transparency in arbitration proceedings which may result in the investor’s public scrutiny. Article 38 stipulates that, when exercising the discretion to adapt the requirement of any provisions of the Rules, the arbitral tribunal must contemplate the public interest in transparency, the parties’ interest in a fair and efficient resolution of their dispute, and the ‘safety, privacy and confidentiality concerns of the parties, witnesses, representatives and others involved.’ Requiring tribunals to consider the relevance of adopting increased transparency measures means that tribunals must actively ensure the appropriate degree of transparency is upheld in any event. The spotlight phenomenon may oblige companies to adhere to better standards of respect for human rights ‘not because of the sanction of the law but because of the sanction of the market’.

b. The limits of arbitrating business and human rights disputes under The Hague Rules

While The Hague Rules hold promise in the quest for greater corporate respect for human rights, they face several challenges. The Hague Rules are not revolutionary in the sense that they do not impose human rights obligations on corporations. In other words, if a dispute arose and parties decided to arbitrate under The Hague Rules, they would still have the flexibility to choose governing rules devoid of human rights obligations. Parties are also not obliged to engage with the Hague Rules in the event of a dispute: the Hague Rules can only operate on an opt-in basis. As such, one limitation of The Hague Rules in advancing UNGP Pillar II and III is that it is reliant, in large part, on the corporate initiative to use arbitration to address human rights claims arising from their business activities. In other words, in order for The Hague Rules to have the effect of increasing investor accountability, investing companies must voluntarily submit themselves to the arbitration.

Would businesses and human rights victims even consent to arbitration? Experience tells us that it is possible – although admittedly uncommon – for businesses and victims to submit a dispute to
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arbitration despite a lack of contractual agreement. In 2013, the Dhaka garment factory collapsed because of an infrastructural deficiency in Rana Plaza, killing scores of workers. Following the disaster, two global trade unions initiated arbitration proceedings against two signatory companies to The Bangladesh Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh (The Bangladesh Accord), signed on 15 May 2013. The proceedings were launched for alleged breaches of ‘obligations to compel their suppliers to remediate working conditions and negotiate commercial terms to make it financially feasible for their suppliers to cover the costs of remediation’. Although both cases settled, The Bangladesh Accord could serve as a useful model for other industries looking for ways to give victims of human rights issues access to legal remedy without contractual consent to arbitrate.

In any case, it can be said that businesses are generally incentivised to arbitrate business and human rights disputes. First, incorporating a contractual clause providing for the arbitration of BHR disputes is not only a way to control and attempt to avoid human rights abuses across supply chains. It also serves as a legal mechanism to address claims, should they arise. Second, submitting disputes to arbitration allows businesses to circumvent reputational damage that may otherwise result from media attention. While there is no legal obligation for a company under international law to comply with human rights standards, ‘those companies who have violated them have found, to their cost, that society at large will condemn them.’ Where human rights abuses occur, businesses may lose customers, lose their social license to operate in places beyond where the abuse took place, and lose the opportunity to tender their goods or services in government programs. In addition, businesses may be incentivised by the greater degree of control over their legal risk by submitting to arbitration. This is because submitting to arbitration typically entails a final and binding award, subject to limited grounds for challenge in national courts. In other words, by submitting to arbitration, businesses could avoid claims being attempted in domestic courts.

Another challenge for business and human rights arbitration is the risk of the non-enforceability of an award. If a BHR award is delivered in favour of the victim but it is not capable of being recognised and enforced in a national court, then it cannot be said that the investor was held legally accountable for the human rights harm caused. A BHR award may face the threat of non-enforceability if the matter is considered to be non-arbitral, in the same way that criminal matters are in most jurisdictions. The non-arbitrability of a subject-matter is determined through the lens of public policy. In regards to business and human rights disputes, arbitration has been criticised
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for being an inappropriate forum for their resolution for a number of reasons. First, the resolution of business and human rights in a privatised setting ‘does not come without significant potential costs to both the dispute resolution and societal regulation purposes of public dispute resolution processes’. Proponents of private justice emphasise the enormous benefit of relieving judicial case backlogs; however, a singularly instrumentalist take on arbitration risks ignoring deeper discussions on whether arbitration can match the public value offered by the courts in cases of particularly high public interest. In jurisdictions which operate partly on the basis of precedent, the adjudication of disputes through private justice stifles the development of the law. This is particularly problematic in key areas like human rights. In the same vein, in instances where states consider human rights strictly as a matter of the state, disputing parties may be restricted when attempting to enforce the award. This may be the case for jurisdictions which have made a ‘commercial reservation’ to the New York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards. This reservation allows a contracting state to recognise and enforce awards exclusively arising out of disputes of a commercial nature. In order to prevent the non-enforceability of a BHR award, Article 1(2) of The Hague Rules provides that when arbitrating under the rules, disputes are considered to have ‘arisen out of a commercial relationship … for the purposes of Article 1(2) of the New York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards’. While this could potentially preclude a party from objecting to the enforceability of an award, the potential for a party to challenge under this basis is one which could, at the very least, significantly delay the conclusion of business and human rights disputes.

6. Conclusion

This paper’s main contribution was to consider BHR arbitration as one way to complement the international endeavour to increase corporate respect for human rights given the limitations found in the foreign investment regime. To this end, it began by demonstrating the number of ways that foreign investment can affect human rights, including by depriving communities of basic human rights and by causing severe environmental and health impacts. This paper has discussed, at length, whether foreign investors are held accountable in the foreign investment regime, concluding the following: traditionally, investors are not subject to legal liability for human rights harm resulting from business activities under IIAs. In the same vein, investment arbitration tribunals do not
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commonly consider the investor’s liability for human rights harm, being procedurally restricted to consider, exclusively, claims of breaches of the instruments over which they have jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{131} It is only recently, and on limited occasions, that the foreign investment regime has gained greater sensitivity to human rights concerns. This paper has followed to highlight the UNGPs perspective of the corporate responsibility to respect human rights as one which is independent of the state’s behaviour and effort to meet their own obligations. In addition, it has contemplated the inadequacy of invariable reliance on states for protection from business-related human rights abuses.\textsuperscript{132}

Finally, this paper has identified business and human rights arbitration under The Hague Rules as a potential mechanism to increase investor accountability and address its absence in the foreign investment regime. BHR arbitration could enable businesses to address their adverse human rights impact no matter where the abuses might occur.\textsuperscript{133} The Hague Rules, as procedural rules that could govern a BHR dispute, can ensure that the investor would be held accountable where appropriate through context sensitive rules. Equally, they can offer greater transparency in arbitration proceedings which may result in the investor’s public scrutiny. With that said, The Hague Rules are not free from challenges. One limit of The Hague Rules in advancing UNGP Pillar II is that it is reliant, in large part, on the corporate initiative to use arbitration to address human rights claims arising from their business activities. A second challenge for business and human rights arbitration is the risk of the non-enforceability of an award given its non-commercial nature.\textsuperscript{134} While the effectiveness of business and human rights arbitration is limited in these respects, ‘against the realities of a continuing limited universe of legally binding human rights recourse against the impacts of private transnational activities, we cannot afford to close off the arbitral option either.’\textsuperscript{135}
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